
Large-scale fashion retailer, Express, and multi-level

campaign organization, Fashion Revolution, collaborate

to further sustainability efforts and size-inclusivity in a

time with changing consumer ideals.
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Merchandising
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARYEXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1 Fashion Revolution. (2013, April 24). Manifesto. Fashion Revolution.
2 Marvin, L. (2020, August 21). How Ethical is Express? Eco-Stylist
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         The fashion industry's general lack of care towards sustainability is plaguing the world, and many believe

the world is too far gone to make any progress. Fashion Revolution  fights that idea with the knowledge that each

individual can make a change if they choose to shop better and understand the reasons behind sustainable

change. 

         COVID-19 gave everyone the chance to figure out who they are and what they believe in, and many people

realized that sustainability and inclusivity were topics that should be at the forefront of fashion. Now, consumers

are purchasing in order to meet their values through supporting different brands. The pandemic also changed the

way people shop by increasing digital and online sales immensely. 

         Express’ collaboration with Fashion Revolution gives new life to an unsustainable brand . Through

this campaign, Express will produce a Fashion That Counts line of size-inclusive and sustainable goods that

meet the needs of the consumer. These two companies will develop an omni-channel approach to feature this

campaign by publicizing on social media, working on the mobile app and website, and selling goods in-store and

online. 

         Between sustainably and ethically-made products and donations made to help change the fashion industry,

this campaign will be a launching pad for updated sustainability efforts in modern, large-retailer fashion. With the

efforts made by Fashion Revolution to help consumers understand the true cost of the fashion industry, Express

and its consumers can feel proud knowing they are making a difference. The goal is to encourage both

consumers and companies to be more transparent about how the fashion industry is being portrayed and the

truth behind it all while producing revenue of over $415,000 and costs of $158,000. This campaign works to

provide what the consumer wants, how the consumer wants it, with sustainability education backing it all. 
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SEE APPENDIX A



THE PROBLEM:THE PROBLEM:

THE SOLUTION:THE SOLUTION:

How will Express adjust to

changing consumer values

after COVID-19 while

upholding brand authenticity

and identity?

Express will focus on

environmental issues and size

inclusivity as it pertains to the

customer by creating more

sustainable and inclusive

clothing in their Fashion That

Counts line.

Express has kept themselves profitable pre-

COVID due to their consistent attention to what

the consumers desire. Technology, social

interaction, and price-conscious behaviors

are factors in developing the best products for

the mostly millennial target market.

THE MARKETTHE MARKET

WHAT'S CHANGED?WHAT'S CHANGED?
Consumers took time to research and educate

themselves during COVID-19, so many are now

concerned with increased digital connectivity,

sustainable shopping, and size inclusivity.

Subsequently, this changes the target market to

include those who are mindful shoppers in terms

of the world and themselves.
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5 Accenture. (2020, August 13). COVID-19: New Habits are Here to Stay for Retail Consumers. Accenture. 
4 Repko, M. (2021, April 11). Four Ways Consumer Spending Will Change Once More People are Vaccinated. CNBC.
3 Kestenbaum, R. (2017, June 14). This is How Millennials Shop. Forbes.

SEE APPENDIX B

https://www.accenture.com/us-en/insights/retail/coronavirus-consumer-habits


FINANCIALS AND THE COMPETITIONFINANCIALS AND THE COMPETITION

Express has the lowest market share of the

three, and they experienced the largest

decline in gross margin during the height of

the pandemic  . However, the everchanging

market should provide Express the

opportunity to recover and exceed past

figures.

Nordstrom   - $3551

60.6%

Guess   - $1876.5

32%

Express   - $430.3

7.3%

REVENUE & MARKET SHARE (IN THOUSANDS OF $)
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EXPRESSEXPRESS

NORDSTROMNORDSTROM

GUESSGUESS

PRICE: CONTEMPORARY

PRODUCTS: MID-

QUALITY APPAREL

CONSUMERS: MOSTLY

MILLENIALS

PRICE: BRIDGE

PRODUCTS: MID-

QUALITY APPAREL

CONSUMERS: GEN Z

AND MILLENIALS

PRICE: CONTEMPORARY

PRODUCTS: MID-

QUALITY APPAREL

CONSUMERS: MOSTLY

MILLENIALS
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6 Express, Inc. (2021, May 1). About Us. Express, Inc.
7 Kunst, A. (2019, September 3). Share of People Who Shopped at Nordstrom in the United States
in 2018, by age. Statista.
8 Ross, I. (2017, February 1). What are the demographics of Guess clothing company's customers
these days? Wonder. 
9 Express, Inc. (2021, March 10). Press Release Details. Express, Inc.
10 Guess, Inc. (2021, February 1). Income Statement. Guess, Inc
11 Nordstrom, Inc. (2021, March 2). Press Release. Nordstrom, Inc. 
12  YCharts. (2021, April 30). Express Gross Profit Margin. YCharts. SEE APPENDIX C

https://askwonder.com/research/demographics-guess-clothing-company-s-customers-days-68leeu8rf
https://press.nordstrom.com/news-releases/news-release-details/nordstrom-reports-fourth-quarter-2020-earnings-0


PRODUCT ASSORTMENT // SKU PLANPRODUCT ASSORTMENT // SKU PLAN

RECYCLED COTTON BLAZERRECYCLED COTTON BLAZER RECYCLED DENIM JEANSRECYCLED DENIM JEANS SCRAP LEATHER BELTSCRAP LEATHER BELT

TARGET COST:  $85

COST OF GOODS SOLD: $25

GROSS MARGIN: $60

TARGET COST:  $115

COST OF GOODS SOLD: $35

GROSS MARGIN: $80

TARGET COST:  $35

COST OF GOODS SOLD: $10

GROSS MARGIN: $25

SKUs depend on style of product and size of product. Blazers range from BZR001 - BZR007 to account

for sizing S-XXXXL. Denim Jeans range from JNS001 - JNS007 which covers sizes XS-XXXL (0-26 in

Women's; 21-47 in Men's). Belts range from BLT001 - BLT006 for sizes S-XXXL.

The Cost of Goods Sold remains higher to ensure sustainability and ethicality.

Product price is in the range for our target market.
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13 Shannon, L. (2013, May 15). T-Shirt Production Cost Comparison. Canadian Business.
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MERCHANDISINGMERCHANDISING

DISTRIBUTIONDISTRIBUTION

We are adding more business casual pieces that are

neccessary for the working wardrobe, especially for

those working from home or with many video calls.

Express created a spin-off brand in 2019 called

UpWest  , that promoted sustainability, fitness, and

more casual clothing. Since they have never

participated in a campaign quite like this, a test-run will

occur. This test-run will be merchandised in cities

containing large sectors of our target market.

These include Denver, Seattle, Austin, San Diego,

Atlanta, Miami, and New York City.

The campaign will begin mid-September in preparation

for Sustainability Month.

Production will resume if the initial test run is

successful.

Customers can donate without purchasing. Donation

amount can be taken off the cost if they later purchase

from the line.

20% of every sale will go to Fashion Revolution's fight

for a more sustainable fashion industry. 

Since recommended gross

margin is 65%,  and the

average retail gross margin is

53.33%,  Express' goal will be

70%. This will help Express

remain profitable by

compensating for the 20%

donation.
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14 BDC. (2020, April 1). Gross Profit Margin Ratio. BDC. 
15 Brown, B. (2020, January 10). 7 Proven and Working Ways to Increase Profit Margins in
Retail. Dor Technologies.
16 Moore, K. (2019, November 7). Express Launches UpWest, A New Lifestyle Spinoff Brand.
Forbes.
17 Scipioni, J. (2021, April 15). Millennials have been moving out of big cities — here’s where
they are going. CNBC.
18 AASHE. (2021, May 1). Campus Sustainability Month. AASHE.



MERCHANDISE PRESENTATIONMERCHANDISE PRESENTATION
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ONLINE*

70%

RETAIL

30%

ALLOCATIONALLOCATION
INVENTORY ALLOCATION

*ONLINE INVENTORY WILL BE USED TO RESTOCK

RETAIL LOCATIONS IF AND WHEN NEEDED. ONLINE IS

GIVEN PRIORITY BECAUSE CONSUMER IS DIGITALLY

MINDED.

INVENTORYINVENTORY
Blazers will have the highest

production numbers due to

mostly virtual work meetings.

Jeans follow this, and belts will

have the lowest production

numbers.

 

We will reduce traditional

product numbers and budget by

30%. We are reducing these

numbers so a true trial-run can

be done to see how consumers

react to the Fashion That

Counts line. 8

19

19 Shah, A. (2021, May 21). 17 statistics showing the rise of Virtual meetings in 2021. Temasys.



OMNI-CHANNEL PLANOMNI-CHANNEL PLAN

QR codes located in-store to

easily add items to favorites

on mobile app.

Data collection sends

recommended items based

on in-store purchases to

computer.

Presentation in store of

campaign display.

Fitting rooms open for in-

store try-ons.

Email is sent from website

about how the new line is

different from previous lines.

Favorited items on computer

website can be viewed on

mobile app.

Virtual try-ons and real

customer reviews for new line.

Videos from website can be

played in-store on displays.

Order online, pick-up in-store.

Will send 3-4 promo emails in

the month leading up to

campaign release.

Social Media ads can take

you directly to mobile app or

website.

Digital account keeps track of

donations made to campaign

for all platforms.

Favorites made on app can

be located in-store through

app directions.

Alert on phone to remind you

of close proximity to retail

location.

9



IN-STORE // WEBSITE MARKETINGIN-STORE // WEBSITE MARKETING

Digital LED displays at

merchandise tables for

spotlight videos to play.

Graphics promoting campaign

on table and window signage.

Mannequins in larger sizes

and standardized sizes will be

around the display sporting

the collection.

"About" video of the

importance and reasoning

behind this campaign.

Videos from the CEO,

manufacturers, and

designers describing

campaign specifics.

Video of Fashion Revolution

explaining why they decided

to join this campaign.

TABLE & WINDOWSTABLE & WINDOWS SPOTLIGHT PAGESPOTLIGHT PAGE

10

20

20 Russo, G. (2019, June 27). Plus-Size Mannequins Are More Than Just a Viral Moment - They’re the Future. Glamour.

SEE APPENDIX DSEE APPENDIX D



SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETINGSOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING

INSTAGRAM TWITTER TIKTOK PODCASTS

Ads on stories and in

between posts.

Separate Instagram

account for Fashion

That Counts campaign.

Reaching out to

millennials and others in

target market to spur

interest in collection.

Separate Twitter

account for Fashion

That Counts campaign.

Goal is to create

trending hashtags

before collection is

launched.

Tweets updates and

information about the

campaign.

Ads between videos.

Separate Tiktok account

for Fashion That Counts

campaign.

Videos would include

portions of spotlight

videos, FAQ videos, and

sneak peaks on the new

collection.

Ads on well-known and

related podcasts.

Ad partners include

Wardrobe Crisis, Wear

Your Values, and  How to

Save a Planet.

Promote upcoming

collection and purpose

behind it.

11
21 Robertson, L. (2020, September 28). Ethical Fashion Podcasts. Good On You.
22 Gomez, R. (2021, May 4). What is social commerce? The stats, examples and tips you need for 2021. Sprout Social.
23 Pew Research Center. (2021, April 7). Social Media Fact Sheet. Pew Research Center.
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KEY: POST IN ADVANCE TO BUILD ANTICIPATION   AND USE MULTIPLE PLATFORMS TO REACH THE

LARGEST NUMBER OF CONSUMERS.   IDEALLY, POST ON SOCIAL MEDIA 3-4 TIMES PER WEEK IN THE

MONTH LEADING UP TO THE CAMPAIGN.

SEE APPENDIX D
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6-MONTH MERCHANDISING PLAN6-MONTH MERCHANDISING PLAN

RUNDOWNRUNDOWN
Sales are planned to achieve a 70%

markup and 70% gross margin.

Since summer    and post-holiday

months tend to be slower in retail,

there is a lower amount of sales

expected from those months.

Stock-Sales Ratio is adjusted to

mimic volume of sales in the holiday

season.

24
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24 Hani, U. (2021, January 21). Tips to Keep Sales Afloat in Slowest eCommerce Months with Google Shopping. CED Commerce.
25 Linnworks. (2021, March 1). How to plan for ecommerce peaks and troughs in demand. Linnworks.
26 Richter, F. (2020, December 16). How Important is the Holiday Quarter for Retailers?. Statista.
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INCOME STATEMENTINCOME STATEMENT
The products from this line are

sustainably sourced and developed

with a markup allowing for 70%

gross margin.

Average inventory price is $88.

The Express x Fashion Revolution

collaboration will create net

earnings of $132,880.

Digital marketing is expensive, but

the other expenses are manageable

and still allow for profitability.

This will both create a profit and

increase education and

understanding of sustainability in

the fashion industry.

Compared to past sales data, this is

a vast improvement.

An Income Statement, depicted in

Table 3, was developed to reflect the

impact of the campaign collaboration

with Fashion Revolution over 6 months.

27
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27 Lyfe Marketing. (2020, August 11). Average Advertising Costs to Know Before You Start Marketing
Your Business. Lyfe Marketing.
28 Express, Inc. (2021, March 10). Press Release Details. Express, inc. 13
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PLANS FOR SCALINGPLANS FOR SCALING

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS:

Inventory Levels, Total Sales, Gross Margin, Media Interactions and Impressions,

Donations With and Without Purchase

FASHION THAT COUNTS

CAMPAIGNS WITH OTHER

BRANDS THAT ARE

FREQUENTLY LABELED AS

UNSUSTAINABLE.

EXPAND 30% OR MORE OF

STORE INTO FASHION THAT

COUNTS COLLECTION

PIECES.

If the campaign is successful, Express will have completely turned

around the negative effects COVID-19 had on its business. In this,

consumers will also feel as though their motivations and values have

been considered by the brands they want to shop. The overall goal of

the Fashion That Counts campaign was to help Express recover

from COVID-19 by increasing revenue and catering towards the

consumer in order to meet their needs. Through better understanding

the consumer in terms of sustainability and size-inclusivity, Express

made a shift away from their previous remarkably unsustainable

brand. Putting new ideals into practice should encourage Express to

continue on the path of sustainability, and this solidifies how

consumers impact our ever-changing market everyday. Applying this

campaign as a trial-run allows for greater future impact with the

potential for an extended product line to slowly turn Express more

sustainable. After the initial test run, it would be ideal to go into a

second round of cities such as Portland, Los Angeles, and Houston.

14
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APPENDIX A: FASHION REVOLUTIONAPPENDIX A: FASHION REVOLUTION

ORIGINSORIGINS VISIONVISIONCHANGECHANGE

Founded in the wake of the
Rana Plaza disaster in 2013
Currently the world's largest
fashion activism movement
Consists of many different
people including designers,
business leaders,
policymakers, retailers, and
fashion consumers

Focus on three types of
change

Cultural
Industry
Policy

Encourages people to raise
awareness about the harm
of the fashion industry and
call for movement in the
changing of laws pertaining
to the fashion industry

Value people over profit
Restore environmental
damage caused by the
fashion industry and
maintain environment
Educating consumers and
industry workers of the
effects of the industry, not
to make them feel guilty,
but to encourage them to
change and understand
their power in the industry

29 Fashion Revolution. (2020, January 31). About. Fashion Revolution.

29
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APPENDIX B: SWOT ANALYSISAPPENDIX B: SWOT ANALYSIS
STRENGTHSSTRENGTHS WEAKNESSESWEAKNESSES

OPPORTUNITIESOPPORTUNITIES THREATSTHREATS

Reliable suppliers that create quicker supply chain

management and execution   .

High levels of customer satisfaction that reinforce

brand quality and worker satisfaction   .

More locations than competitors.

Provides versatile clothing for many different

occasions and suits the needs of the target consumer

well.

30

30

Express has a lower amount of variety in product

categories than their competitors.

Express does not provide plus-size clothing for the

consumer at their store currently.

Express is not transparent towards their consumer

about their manufacturing practices. There is no sign if

sustainability is actually a concern of the brand or not.

Lack of marketing in terms of convincing the customer

why they should purchase. This lowers sales potential.

Expanded retail opportunities online and in-store with the

expansion of online shopping and new country

agreements to produce new retail locations.

Potential to expand into a more sustainable market and

consumer category.

Market size is growing as more consumers grow up with

their parents purchasing from Express   .

Potential to bridge the gap between “millennial rich” and

“millennial poor” in the fashion marketplace   .

Lack of innovation and consistent reliance on other

brands to make the first move towards new trends   .

Low-quality and cheaper imitation brands are stealing

desperate and price-conservative consumers   .

Consumers focused on certain values may avoid

shopping at Express if they do not see Express

outwardly supporting said values.

Express has sourcing processes set with current

companies, and new technology in fashion such as

robots and AI could cause this to become less

important and more outdated.

30

31

32

33

34

30 Fern Fort. (2018, May 1). Express, Inc. SWOT Analysis/Matrix. Fern Fort University. 
31 Gilal, F., Gilal, N., Gilal, R., & Zhang, J. (2018, April 10). Association between a parent’s brand passion and a child’s brand passion: a moderated moderated-mediation model. Donlinks
School of Economics and Management, University of Science and Technology Beijing.
32 Hoffower, H. (2021, January 8). The pandemic is deepening a wealth divide among young people: the 'millennial rich' and the 'millennial poor.’ Insider.
33 Dowsett, S., & Yu, S. (2020, October 16). Zara and H&M under threat from China's little-known giant. The Sydney Morning Herald. 
34 CBInsights. (2021, May 11). The Future Of Fashion: From Design To Merchandising, How Tech Is Reshaping The Industry. CBInsights.
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Express

Nordstrom

Guess

APPENDIX C: FINANCIAL PERFORMANCEAPPENDIX C: FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

Financial stability and

increased health have caused

shopping habits to increase

again. Both Nordstrom and

Guess    experienced similar

declines in sales, but it was

nowhere near where Express

was at this time.

Over the past 5 years, Express'

gross margin has been between

27-30%. COVID-19 caused

gross margin to drop to -22%,

but it is now closer to 23% post-

pandemic.    A desire for more

sustainability and inability to

afford clothing likely caused this

change.

36 YCharts. (2021, April 30). Express Gross Profit Margin. YCharts.
37 Repko, M. (2021, April 11). Four Ways Consumer Spending Will Change Once More People are Vaccinated. CNBC.
38 YCharts. (2021, April 30). Guess Gross Profit Margin. YCharts.
39 YCharts. (2021, April 30). Nordstrom Gross Profit Margin. YCharts.
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APPENDIX D: MARKETING MATERIALSAPPENDIX D: MARKETING MATERIALS

WEBSITE SPOTLIGHT

INSTAGRAM PROFILE

SOCIAL MEDIA AD

IN-STORE GRAPHIC
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